
Code  Type Description  Usage  Occurrence  

1  Error The username/password combination is incorrect.  Generic  When username and/or password is incorrect. Make sure password is 

encrypted via SHA1 algorithm  

10  Error Service is currently disabled  Generic  When service is not available  

1000  Error Check CIFException in the detail section  Generic  In most cases, one or more mandatory fields have not been filled in 

the request  

1001  Error CIF Framework Message Interceptor  Generic    

1002  Error Exception occured, Message: {0}, stacktrace {1}.  Generic    

11  Error Exception occured connecting to a backend service.  Generic  In most cases, the request timed out. Please try again. If problem 

persists, contact your support contact at PostNL Parcels.  

13  Error Exception occured: {0}  Generic    

16  Error {0} not found.  Generic    

17  Error Message validation failed due to incorrect message 

format  

Generic    

2  Error The user is not authorized for the method '{0}'.  Generic  When user is not authorized for a specific method  

3  Error Username/password is not specified.  Generic  When username or password is missing  

4  Error Required parameter '{0}' is missing.  Generic    

5  Error Value '{0}' is not in the correct format '{1}'.  Generic    

6  Error Value '{0}' is not in the correct range '{1} - {2}'.  Generic    

7  Error Parameter '{0}' may not be null  Generic    

8  Error Parameter '{0}' must be null.  Generic    

9  Error Number of requests exceed the maximum of {0} 

requests/second  

Generic  When the user made too many requests towards the API within the 

mentioned period  

18  Error Incorrect Barcode length: {0} for specified Type, Range 

and Serie  

Barcode When requested format for barcode (type of barcode, length of 

barcode or used customer code) is incorrect  

21 Error The user is not authorized for this barcode Barcode When a barcode is requested with a range for which the user does 

not have authorization 

24 Error The user is not authorized for this operation based on the 

provided {0} 

Barcode When a barcode is requested with a type for which the user does not 

have authorization 

 


